FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MEDIA RELEASE
ZUUSE & PROGRESSCLAIM.COM MERGE TO FORM LEADING SOFTWARE PLATFORM FOR
CONSTRUCTION AND BUILDING OPERATIONS
MELBOURNE, Australia 9 October 2017 – two complementary software businesses disrupting the
AECO (Architecture-Engineering-Construction-Operations) sector - Zuuse and Progressclaim announced today the successful merger of both businesses.
Progressclaim is a cloud collaboration platform managing the entire construction project progress
claim, assessment and approval process. Equally as exciting, Zuuse provide 3D BIM (Building
Information Modelling) and digital asset management software to transform the way assets are
traditionally built and managed across the full asset lifecycle.
Jason Lilienstein, CEO of the combined business, shares his vision: “The marketplace in the AECO
sector is rapidly changing. Building and then managing assets and information across the full
lifecycle (design> construct> operate) is undergoing significant transformation. Systems and
processes are largely fragmented or paper based and manual. This inefficiency results in lost
dollars, time, information, resources and materials.”
“With the combined Zuuse and Progressclaim solution, we now have the leading software platform
for construction and building operations globally. Our customers range from general contractors,
subcontractors and asset owners through to asset and building managers who are thrilled to have
a much deeper solution to utilise across the full asset lifecycle.”
“We have removed the reliance on disparate software products or manual processes for
constructing or managing assets. Our customers can rely on the solution to handle everything
from day to day operational issues to longer term, strategic issues on the construction or building
site.”
“Through the efficiencies created with the blend of the two businesses, we are enabling industry
growth by delivering more value and enabling more systemised operations to our joint customers
worldwide.”
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The business has 160+ international customers located in Australia, New Zealand, UAE, UK, USA
and Canada including leading asset owners and operators Fortescue Mining, Monash University,
Reserve Bank of Australia, Spotless, Eden Park Stadium and Skycity Casinos and leading
contractors Mirvac, Grocon, Built, Watpac, McConnell Dowell, Icon Co and ADCO.
During construction, the platform handles payment applications, defects, digital operations &
maintenance manuals and 3D BIM, seamlessly carried through to building operations where the
platform takes care of asset management, work orders and maintenance management, visitor
contractor registration, BIM in FM and lifecycle costing and management.

END
About Zuuse & Progressclaim.com
Zuuse is an asset lifecycle solution blending 3D BIM capability, asset management and mobility to
reduce costs, drive greater control and enable better decisions.
Progressclaim is a cloud collaboration platform managing the entire construction project progress
claim, assessment and approval process.

Both parties easily and efficiently submit their

applications for payment and payment notices, saving time, reducing risk and streamlining manual
processes.
The combined business is empowering over 160 customers across the globe to revolutionise the
performance of their assets from beginning to end – and all the time in between.
zuuse.com | progressclaim.com
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